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ABSTRACT

Increased pressure to control costs and increas
competition has prompted health care managers to look 
tools to effectively operate their institutions.  Managers a
increasingly using simulation modeling to understand the
processes.  A simulation model of an ER has be
enhanced with VBA routines, so that it can use real wor
data.  The simulation model has been complemented wit
series of decision-making routines.  These routines us
hierarchical approach to organize the various scenar
under which the model may run and to partiall
reconfigure the ARENA model at run time.

1 INTRODUCTION

Increased pressure to control cost as well as increa
competition has prompted health care managers to look 
tools to effectively operate their institutions.  Emergenc
rooms (ER) are a vital part of a hospital since they usua
are the first points of contact between the community a
the institution.  According to McGuire (1994), most of th
patients that are admitted to a hospital come through 
Emergency Room.  Therefore, it is vital to pay clos
attention to decisions made with respect to its operatio
These decisions include policies regarding the number
physicians, scheduling of nurses and clerks, physic
layout, and the adoption of new policies such as t
implementation of a fast-track system.

ER managers have turned to computer simulation 
aid them in their decision-making process.  In the past 
years, simulation modeling has been progressively used
support operational decision-making in the health ca
industry. However, managers need to make decisions us
information that exists in other types of information
systems.  Hence, they need the means of using s
information in conjunction with simulation.  By using
simulation in health care, managers have been able
evaluate “what-if” scenarios without actually having to
interrupt the daily operations of the facility.  We present
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simulation model of an ER system, which has be
enhanced to function as a Decision Support System.

The second section of this paper describes ho
simulation has been used in healthcare.  Section th
presents a framework for enhancing simulation models.

2 SIMULATION IN THE HEALTHCARE

 The healthcare industry has adopted simulation very slow
compared to other industries such as manufacturing.  O
of the principal reasons is management’s reluctance 
reduce complex processes to a model representat
Another obstacle is their resistance to change, especi
when such change requires the use of unfamiliar techni
and statistical concepts.

In healthcare systems, simulation has been often u
to address problems in the areas of facility design a
development, staffing levels and scheduling, new poli
evaluation, scheduling of patient admissions, and dise
and epidemic control.  The most common objectives 
these studies have included the reduction of patient’s ti
in the system (ER, outpatient clinics), improvement o
customer service, better resource utilization, and reduct
of operating costs.

McGuire (1994) describes the use of simulation to te
several operating alternatives in a SunHealth Allian
Hospital with the objective of reducing length of stay fo
patients visiting the ER.  His work identified which
alternatives had the greatest impact on patient’s length
stay and which ones had no significant impact.  Freedm
(1994) used discrete simulation to study the effects 
changing operations on average length of stay in an ER
two different hospitals.  At St. Joseph Hospital ne
Baltimore, a change in the communication system betwe
nurses and housekeeping staff was simulated.  This n
computerized system reduced the admission delay 
patients from the ER to the hospital, which also reduc
the patient’s average length of stay.

At the Washington Adventist Hospital, simulation wa
employed to evaluate an expansion in the number of b
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in the ER, which resulted in a reduction of .6 hours f
average length of stay.  At the Peninsula Regional Medi
Center in Salisbury, Md., Kirtland et al. (1995) use
simulation to improve performance by reducing th
patient’s time in the system and determining th
appropriate staffing levels.  They studied eleven differe
alternatives, which resulted in a reduction of thirty-eig
minutes on the average.

Kittell and Pallin (1992) describe the development of
simulation study at Mercy Hospital in Miami, Fl.  Thei
study evaluated several alternatives with the intent 
getting more patients through the ER while making mo
efficient use of the department’s resources and still prov
good quality services.  The study showed that a 50
reduction of resources could be accomplished 
implementing a fast-track policy without risking the qualit
of service provided to its customers.  Similarly, Centeno
al. (1995) utilized simulation to evaluate the effect o
length of stay in the ER at Mercy Hospital if they were 
implement a fast track lane.  Their study resulted in a 2
time reduction for patients visiting the ER.

At St. Lukes Hospital ER, simulation was used 
evaluate facility design together with operational design
assess the impact of such designs on patient c
Simulation also aided them in evaluating the effects o
new system for the triage process called The Triage P
system.  The model showed that by implementing t
system twenty percent of patients would be kept out of 
ER.  In addition, a reduction in length of stay of as much
forty percent was obtained (Lange 1997).  In 199
Durham Regional Hospital in North Carolina use
simulation to model the impact of an Express Service Ar
on their other outpatient areas.  The simulation mod
helped to see which changes could be made before ope
this area.  It also helped in exploring modifications to som
of the already proposed changes to realize savings
approximately $150,000 (Lowder 1997).

3 ENHANCING ER MODELS

A framework to enhance ER models was conceptualized
in Figure 1.  This framework consists of four bas
functional sections: inputs, processing engines, outputs 
results, and the user interface.  Each section is subdivi
into different modules.  Some of the components wo
sequentially, others interact with each other, and there 
others that work in parallel, independently.

An ER facility is typically part of a hospital; thus, the
required data may be available in the hospital’s databa
or it may be confined to paper reports, or it may be resid
in a database of an external information system supplie
the hospital.  Depending on where the source of the data
different permits and paperwork may take place.  Once
permits have been obtained, the necessary communication
protocols may be devised.  These protocols may inclu
1686
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on-line and off-line data extraction from the hospital’s
database.  From Figure 1, it can be seen that a simulat
model is at the heart of the framework.  The model 
surrounded by components that feed data to it, modify 
and take simulated data out of it.

(Arena's Output Analyzer, Excel)
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Outputs
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Figure 1: Proposed SB-DSS Framework

The model used for this work is relatively genera
Patients arrive to the facility by ambulance or car.  Th
highest priority is assigned to patients arriving in
ambulance or rescue (priority 1) and critical patient
arriving by car (priority 2).  A bed must be available fo
priority 1 patients arriving by ambulance; otherwise, the
are taken to another institution.  Priority 2 patients arrivin
by their own means must also be placed on a bed up
arrival.  The patients condition is assessed by a tria
nurse, who determines the priority of the user, based 
their vital signs as well as symptoms. Patients arriving 
the facility with a non life-threatening condition (priority 3,
4, and 5) go through the registration process nex
Afterwards, the, patient is sent to the waiting area an
waits until a regular bed or a fast-track bed is availabl
Fast track beds vary in the hours of operation.  In som
instances, they operate 24 hors a day, in other cases t
operate under a fixed schedule.  Patients are sent to 
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fast-track bed whenever all other legal beds in the ER a
busy.  When a patient is called to a bed, he/she is seen 
nurse and by a doctor and receives adequate treatm
Afterwards a decision is made on whether the patie
should be admitted to the hospital or should be discharg
from the facility.

To develop a prototype of this framework we chos
the decision of Temporarily Closing the ER within the
Facility Operating Policies category.  Managers must
decide if they continue or stop accepting patients with li
threatening conditions that are brought to the facility b
ambulance.  In general, the ER is considered to be f
when almost all beds are occupied, or there are no m
beds with a monitor, or the waiting areas are full.  If the
conditions are suspected to extend over a significa
period of time, the manager is forced to bypass t
facility to properly service all types of patients.  Once th
decision is made to close the facility, the prope
authorities are informed to divert critical patients to othe
institutions.

4 FEEDING DATA TO THE MODEL

The function of the inputs section is to hold or be able to
acquire the data required by the model.  Thus, its ma
components are the ER database, a library of data
transformation routines, and data files.

Each category of decisions requires a different set 
data.  The data may be available from the hospi
information system department, or it may reside in 
database of an external information system supplier to 
hospital, or it may be in the ER databases.  These datab
are usually located at separate places and are stored
different hardware and software platforms (Forgionne a
Kohli, 1996).  Consequently, the data must be transform
into a proper format through routines compiled in a data
transformation library.  We developed a library of routines
written in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), which are
capable of transforming the extracted data from th
database and the user into the proper format required
the model.  Data from the user is acquired through a u
interface written in VBA.

An example of these routines is the one fo
processing data files that contain values such as ti
between arrivals, type of patients, service times, and 
forth.  Figure 2 shows the VBA code to control th
statistical package that comes with ARENA an
transferring to the model the probability function yielde
by it.

The data acquisition process is given in Figure 
After pressing the run begin button in ARENA, the
Welcome form is loaded into the screen.  The user is give
the option of reconfiguring the ER system.  If the us
chooses to configure the system then the Configuration
form is shown (Figure 3).  Afterwards, the Main Menu
1687
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Sub OpenInput()
'--------------------------------------------
Dim MyAppl, Pathfile
Pathfile = "P:\HOME\" &
information.Fileslist.Value
    MyAppl = Shell("C:\ARENA\INPUT.EXE", 1)
    SendKeys "%{F}", True     'Show file menu
    SendKeys "N", True        'Open new file
    SendKeys "%{F}", True     'Show file menu
    SendKeys "F", True        'Get data file
    SendKeys "U", True   'Use existing data
    SendKeys Pathfile   'Copy name of file
    SendKeys "%{O}", True  'Open the file
  SendKeys "%{T 2}{ENTER}", True 'Show Fit menu
    SendKeys "A", True       'Fit distributions
   SendKeys "%{E}", True       'Show edit menu
    SendKeys "E", True 'Copy distribution
  SendKeys "%{F4}", True   'Close inp. analyzer
    SendKeys "N", True     'Do not save file
If information.distribution.CanPaste=False Then
        MsgBox "Can't paste distribution"
 Else
        information.Label4.Visible = True
        information.distribution.Text = ""
        information.distribution.Visible = True
        information.distribution.Paste
End If
    information.Button1.Enabled = False
    information.PreviousBtn.Enabled = False
    information.Button2.Enabled = True
End Sub

Figure 2: VBA Routine to Trigger Input Analyzer

Figure 3: Configuration Form

form of the DSS is shown (Figure 4).  The main men
presents three categories of ER decisions: hum
resources, facility operation, and cost and inventory
control.  Within each category, the user can selec
among different decisions.  All of these forms are
handled with a series of VBA routines similar to the on
given in Figure 6.

The user interface together with the VBA routine
collect information with respect to the types of analysi
desired by the user and required by the model.
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Figure 4: Main Menu Form

5 MODIFYING MODEL AT RUN-TIME

VBA within the ARENA/SIMAN environment presents a
series of events which can be programmed to retrie
information from the model at the beginning of 
simulation run, while at the same time it allows to chan
the parameters of the simulation modules at run tim
These events include: RunBegin, RunEn
RunEndReplication, RunEndSimulation, and RunPause.

An example of modifying the model at run-time i
given in Figure 7.  In this particular scenario, at the end
every replication we needed to modify the value of one
the entries in the VARIABLES element.  Hence, we us
the RunEndReplication event to modify the behavior of t
model while it was executing.  This modification actual
changes the parameters under which the model runs
next replication.

The simulation length of a replication in each ru
varies every time the user needs to evaluate this decis
In the Close ER form, the user needs to specify the time 
the future for when he/she wants to evaluate if the facil
should be closed.  Next, the user is asked to enter whe
the data used for the simulation run will be historical da
or the data for that same day.  If the user chooses to use
same day’s data, then the time of the day for which 
system is to start collecting data needs to be entered.  W
the information collected in this form, a VBA routine
calculates the proper simulation length and updates 
REPLICATE element in the simulation model.

For the case that the user selects to use historical d
the system will take him/her into the AskOutput form,
which will ask information on the parameters of interest 
the user.  By using historical data, the simulation mod
will run using data distributions that have been alrea
calculated and stored in the appropriate modules within 
1688
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ARENA model.  If the user chooses to use the day’s da
then he/she is taken to the Information form, where the
user specifies the data files where the data is stored.  T
means the user needs to specify if the distribution will 
calculated for the inter-arrival times or service times b
choosing the proper file.  Via a VBA routine, the Inpu
Analyzer application is launched.  The best distribution f
the data is determined and its expression is then transfe
to the appropriate modules in the simulation mod
(CREATE module for inter-arrival times, DELAY modules
for service times).

Afterwards the user is taken to the Ask Output form.
The Ask Output form also gives the choice of using
performing the analysis based on averages or 
percentiles.  For the prototype, the user is only given t
choice of using averages: however, for a full-scale syste
the option of the percentiles would need to be develop
It is important to include this option because during th
surveying process it was found that nowadays E
managers are interested in analyzing the performance
their facility based on percentiles.  Once all of th
information required in this form is collected the input
section is done with its job and the experimentation part
the system begins.

6 PROCESSING AND MODELING ENGINES

Even though ER systems are considered to be n
terminating systems, the simulation experimentation part
the SB-DSS for the decision of closing the ER was treat
as a terminating system.  The reason being that to evalu
this decision a specific time is set as the ending time of 
operations of the ER system.  The ending time 
equivalent to the time at which the manager is consider
closing the facility.  At this set time the statistics of th
system are collected and evaluated without consider
what happens to the system afterwards.  For a terminat
system, the simulation is run for an initial number (n) of
replications.  Then the half width (h) of a (1-α)%
confidence interval, around the mean of the measures
interest, is computed and compared to the half wid
desired by the user (h*).  If n replications are enough, then
the model run is ended and the results are shown to 
user.  On the other hand, if n replications are not enough to
meet the desired half width, then the number 
replications required to obtain h* are calculated (n*) and
the model is run once again for that many replication
However, if n* is too large, the number of replications i
truncated to 100.  This is done because after 1
replications the value of h does not get significantly closer
to h*, but it would require a higher execution time, which 
of utmost importance when deciding what actions to ta
in the immediate future.
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Figure 5: User Interaction
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Sub Abrir()
    '-----------------------------
    'Welcome user to DSS
    '-----------------------------
    Dim flag1, mychoice, mychoice2, dummy As Integer
    Dim interdist As String
    Set modelo = ThisDocument.Model
    Set out = modelo.SIMAN
    modelo.QuietMode = True
    Load Welcomeform
    Welcomeform.Show
    Unload Welcomeform
    '-----------------------------
    'Display DSS Main Menu
    '-----------------------------
    Load MainMenu
    flag = 1
Startmain:
    Do While flag = 1
     MainMenu.CommandButton1.Cancel = False
     MainMenu.Show
     If MainMenu.CommandButton1.Cancel = True Then
            modelo.Pause
            End
        End If
    Loop
    If MainMenu.OptionButton1.Value = True Then mychoice = 1
    If MainMenu.OptionButton2.Value = True Then mychoice = 2
    If MainMenu.OptionButton3.Value = True Then mychoice = 3
    Select Case mychoice
        Case 1
            StaffManagement.Show
        Case 2
            If MainMenu.ComboBox2.ListIndex = 0 Then
                Load CloseERmain
Startcloseer:
                flag1 = -1
                CloseERmain.PreviousBtn.Cancel = False
                CloseERmain.Show
                If CloseERmain.PreviousBtn.Cancel = True Then
                    Unload CloseERmain
                    flag = 1
                End If  'when user clicks on continue
                If flag <> 1 Then
                    Call CloseERlogica
If CloseERmain.OptionButton2.Value = True Then
                        Load AskOutput
                        AskOutput.Show
                        If AskOutput.PreviousBtn.Cancel = True Then
                            Unload AskOutput
                            flag1 = 2
                        Else
                            flag1 = -1
                            flag = -1
                        End If
                    End If
If CloseERmain.OptionButton1.Value = True Then
                         Load information
Startinfo:
                         information.PreviousBtn.Cancel = False
                         information.PreviousBtn.Enabled = True
                         information.Button1.Enabled = True
                         information.Button2.Enabled = False
                         information.Show
                         If information.PreviousBtn.Cancel = True Then
                             flag1 = 2
1690
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Else
                            Call OpenInput
                            information.Show
                            interdist = information.distribution.Text
                            createmodule.data("interval") = interdist
                            createmodule.UpdateShapes
information.Hide
                            Load AskOutput
                            AskOutput.PreviousBtn.Cancel = False
                            AskOutput.Show
                            If AskOutput.PreviousBtn.Cancel = True Then
                                Unload AskOutput
                                flag1 = 3
                            Else
                                flag1 = -1
                                flag = -1
                            End If
                        End If
                        If flag1 = 3 Then GoTo Startinfo
                    End If
                End If
If flag1 = 2 Then GoTo Startcloseer
            Else
                modification.Show
            End If
        Case 3
            inventory.Show
    End Select

    If flag = 1 Then GoTo Startmain
    Unload AskOutput
    modelo.Application.refresh
End Sub

Figure 6: VBA Routine to Handle the User Interface

Sub ModelLogic_RunEndReplication()
    '----------------------------
    'myinit1=value of var adriana
    '-----------------------------
    Dim AdrianaVar, RepElement As Integer
    AdrianaVar = modelo.Modules.Find(smFindTag, "variabletag")
    If AdrianaVar > 0 Then
        Set variablemodule = modelo.Modules.Item(AdrianaVar)
    Else
        MsgBox "Did not find the variable module"
    End If
    MyInit1 = Val(variablemodule.data("value(1,6)"))
    RepElement = modelo.Modules.Find(smFindTag, "replicatetag")
    If RepElement > 0 Then
        Set replicatemodule = modelo.Modules.Item(RepElement)
    Else
        MsgBox "Did not find the replicate module"
    End If
    myinit2 = Val(replicatemodule.data("NumReps"))
    repli1 = repli1 + 1
    If repli1 = MyInit1 And MyInit1 = myinit2 Then
        Call Replications1
    ElseIf repli1 = myinit2 Then
        MsgBox "Second Time around"
        Call Replications2
    Else
    End If
End Sub

Figure 7: VBA Routine to Modify VARIABLES Element
1691
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7 OUTPUTS AND RESULTS

After the simulation run is completed, the output da
needs to be analyzed and presented to the user in a he
manner.  The measures of performance of interest for 
selected decision are tracked down the simulation run
sending their values to an output file.

By doing this, the average value of each replication
recorded.  These averages can then be used to per
analysis on the values across replications based on 
central limit theorem.  For the prototype, these analyses
based on the average across replications on measure
performance such as the number of beds not occupied 
patient, the number of patients in the waiting room a
time in the system for all patients.  Confidence intervals 
built on these averages.  These intervals are built thro
the execution of a routine in VBA, which calculates the
for the specified outputs.

The analysis of outputs can also be performed ba
on percentiles.  Using percentiles is important because 
systems do not behave linearly.  When their capac
reaches between 80 and 90 percent, they reach satura
Therefore, many times the user might be interested
finding out for example how many patients wait more th
80% of the ER standard time.

These results are presented in the Output form.  The
numbers displayed in this form are the average numb
across replications for each specific measure 
performance.  In addition, a message is given to the use
whether the facility should or should not be closed.  T
system can draw this conclusion based on rules specifie
routines inside VBA.  For some institutions, this decision
made when the number of patients in the facility exceed
fixed number.  For others, this decision happens wh
there are no resources to safely care for additional patie
or patients waiting times exceeds a fixed amount of hour

Figure 8 to Figure 11 present a series of screens 
serve as example of a given scenario.  The parameter
the scenario are self-explanatory.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

One of the characteristics of the model built for th
prototype is that it is a flexible.  The model is easi
customized by allowing the user to reconfigure the E
system via the user interface without the user having
access the simulation software or language at any time.

This effort resulted in the classification of decision
made by ER managers into three major categories.  Un
each category, decisions that can be evaluated w
simulation were identified.  This was accomplished b
defining the inputs that a simulation model would requir
to run and evaluate that particular decision together w
the simulation outputs that would aid the managers 
making the decision.
1692
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The use of on-line data to drive the operations of t
SB-DSS was another accomplishment of this effort.  Th
allows the system to access data on-line, from the 
information systems, and feed it to the system.  This
possible due to the development of a series of d
transformation routines that handled the data a
communicated it from one tool to the other whe
necessary.  Furthermore, a user-friendly interface enab
the user to provide different configurations of the E
facility; hence, the simulation model itself is flexible
because the user can actually change it at runtime.  T
has resulted in an automatic system that does not req
the user to be knowledgeable of simulation modeli
techniques.  Hence, it is expected that users of a full sc
DSS will be less hesitant or afraid to use it.

Figure 8: Close ER Form-Scenario1

Figure 9: AskOutput Form-Scenario1
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Figure 10: Output1 form-Scenario

Figure 11: Ouput2 form
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